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Abstract:
Reac on and driving forces may be non-unique in many
robo c systems. This may pose a problem during robot
design or its control synthesis. Hence, it is useful to de-
tect which reac on or actua on forces are non-unique.
Previously developedmethods are designed for reac ons
uniqueness analysis only. Thesemethods studied the con-
straint Jacobian matrix. The kinetosta cs-based appro-
ach, presented in this paper, enables the simultaneous
study of reac ons and driving forces uniqueness. It allows
the applica on of the criteria derived from the concepts
of linear algebra, e.g. direct sum or nullspace. In this pa-
per only the nullspace method is presented. Moreover, in
order to illustrate the approach, five examples are provi-
ded.

Keywords: kinetosta cs, nullspace method, uniqueness
analysis

1. Introduc on
Redundant systems are commonly used in robo-

tics. In this ield, redundancy is often considered from
the task point of view. This approach de ines redun-
dant systems as structures which have more degrees
of freedom (DOFs) than are needed to perform a spe-
ci ic task [2, 25]. Some interesting examples of redun-
dant manipulators are shown in [2], e.g. human-arm-
like manipulators, DLR lightweight robot or – of par-
ticular interests – hyperredundant manipulators. Ap-
parently, in such cases, reaction and drive unique-
ness analysis may be very useful. However, redun-
dancy in robotics may be de ined in another ways [3].
In our article, a more general – structural – appro-
ach is used. In the present paper we treat all consi-
deredmechanisms as constrainedmultibody systems,
and the system is regarded as redundant (overcon-
strained/redundantly constrained) if it has at least
one redundant constraint. This approach is used, e.g.
in [4, 7, 20]. It is worth noting that task and structural
approaches may be equivalent in some cases.

Mechanical systems (including the redundant
ones) may be composed of rigid or lexible bodies.
This paper is devoted to rigid body systems only. Ri-
gidbodyassumption, commonly adopted in analysis of
robotic systems, exhibits certain limitations. Joint re-
action forces in some robots treated as mechanical sy-
stems of rigid bodies cannot be uniquely determined
by standardmethods of dynamic or kinetostatic analy-
sis. This feature of redundant systems results entirely
from the structure of suchmechanisms, and thus does

not depend on coordinates describing the considered
system [7, 19–23]. Moreover, it should be pointed out
that redundantly constrained multibody systems are
also problematic in modelling, i.e. special approaches,
invulnerable to Jacobian matrix rank de iciency, must
be adopted – see, e.g. [11,12].

Theproblemofnon-uniqueness of reactions inme-
chanisms (modeled as rigid multibody systems), e.g.
in robotic manipulators, is an important but often ig-
nored issue. Reaction non-uniquenessmay be the rea-
son for incorrect results received from simulations. To
obtain the correct results in such cases, the considered
system should be modeled as deformable [7, 19–23].
Unfortunately, an analysis of lexible systems involves
much larger modelling effort and higher computatio-
nal cost [7,19–22].

However, some joint reactionsmay be uniquely de-
termined despite the non-uniqueness of the global re-
action solution [7, 19–23]. There are methods which
allow to determine unique reactions (if such exist) in
the redundant robots. These methods use two con-
cepts of the linear algebra – direct sum [7,19–23] and
nullspace [4,5]. Suchmethods analyze Jacobianmatrix
of constraints. Moreover, they are limited to systems
described in absolute (Cartesian) or natural coordina-
tes, because for such coordinates, the Jacobian matrix
describes all the joint constraints simultaneously, and
consequently, all the joint reactions. Note that this pa-
per is devoted to presentation of a methodwhich uses
nullspace approach and is based on a kinetostatics for-
mulation.

In this paper, the related issue is also discussed –
the analysis of uniqueness of driving forces. The pro-
pulsion non-uniqueness is usually introduced intenti-
onally, e.g. in order to eliminate gear backlash and cle-
arances [18], in order to improve the performance of
the system [24] or in order to reduce torques acting in
kinematic joints [8]. In such cases, it is usually known
in advance, which driving forces are non-unique. Mo-
reover, it is worth to point out that, using the presen-
tedmethod, driving force uniqueness problemmay be
studied together with reaction uniqueness test.

As mentioned before, the considered method is
based on kinetostatics. It uses a free-body diagram
(FBD) [1]. Such approach allows to analyze rigid sy-
stems described in any set of coordinates (which
was not possible when the previous approach to re-
action analysis was used). It is worth noting that the
kinetostatics-basedmethodwas considered in a series
of conference publications [10,13,14]. This particular
article is an extension of the 14th National Conference
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on Robotics paper [10].
In order to illustrate the method, ive examples of

rigid redundant robotic systems are considered: three
cases of a gripper [7, 9, 19] (without actuation, ac-
tuated and overactuated), a redundant manipulator
[9] and an overactuated redundant manipulator. Note
that the presented systems are not in singular positi-
ons, and the friction is neglected.

The structure of this article is as follows. Section 2
presents the kinetostaticmethod, section3 formulates
the uniqueness criterion based on nullspace, section 4
shows the practical examples, and section 5 contains
conclusions.

2. Kinetosta cs
Starting point for considerations is the formula-

tion of kinetostatics equations. In order to perform
this task, the considered system is virtually decompo-
sed into a set of unconnected bodies. Then, active for-
ces (actuation and external loads) and passive forces
(joint reactions) acting on all the bodies are introdu-
ced. This produces a free-body diagram (FBD) of the
system [1]. Subsequently, a set of equilibrium equa-
tions for all the bodies is written. Eventually, the set
ofm equilibrium equations is obtained (wherem = 3p
for planar systems orm = 6p in spatial cases, and p is a
total number of the bodies in the considered system).
For thebody i, these equationshave the following form


Fbi +Fi +

∑
k

∑
j

(Sjik +Fdjik) = 0∑
k

∑
j

[r̃k(Sjik +Fdjik) +Mjik +Mdjik] +

+r̃Ci(Fbi +Fi) +Mbi +Mi = 0,

(1)

where the irst equation of this set is the equation of
forces equilibrium, while the second is the equation of
torques equilibrium. Moreover, i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , p} is an
index specifying the body, j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , p}: j ̸= i
is an index describing the remaining bodies (where
the base of the system is taken into account and it
is denoted 0), k is an index depicting the joint, Sjik
and Mjik are the reaction force and reaction torque
(that body j exerts on body i in the joint k), respecti-
vely. Fbi and Mbi are the inertia forces of the body
i (force and torque, respectively), Fdjik is a driving
force, Mdjik is a driving torque, Fi is a vector contai-
ning the remaining external forces reduced to the cen-
ter of mass of the body i, Mi is a sum of the other ex-
ternal torques acting on the body i, while r̃k and r̃Ci

are skew-symmetric matrices associated with the po-
sition vectors of the joint k (rk) and the center of mass
of the body i (rCi), respectively. Note that the skew-
symmetric matrix (for any vector r = [rx ry rz]

T ) is
de ined as

r̃ =

 0 −rz ry
rz 0 −rx
−ry rx 0

 . (2)

It should be pointed out that the equilibrium equa-
tions contain unknown reaction forces (which are re-
sponsible for the effect of the constraints) and driving

forces. Note that the uniqueness of these two compo-
nents will be studied. Subsequently, the equilibrium
equations may be rewritten in the following form

Am×nxn×1 = bm×1, (3)

where column vector xn×1 contains unknown reacti-
ons and driving forces (Sjik , Mjik , Fdjik and Mdjik),
Am×n is a coef icient matrix containing the geometry-
related quantities (rk and rCi), and bm×1 includes
the remaining forces. Moreover, system of equations
(3) takes into account that Sjik = -Sijk , Mjik = -Mijk ,
Fdjik = -Fdijk and Mdjik = -Mdijk ,. It is worth noting
that the uniqueness of selected components of vector
x will be determined by examining matrix A and its
submatrices. Therefore, there is no need to compute
vector b.

3. Nullspace Method
To verify whether the studied component (or a set

of components) of vectorx is uniquely determined, the
following procedure may be performed.
1) Determine the nullspace basis ofmatrixAm×n. This

step leads to a nullspace matrix Nn×(n−r) which
contains the set of independent vectors spanning
the nullspace [15, 16]. Note that matrix N may be
obtained using, e.g. Gauss-Jordan Elimination or
Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) [16]. More-
over, it may be pointed out, that in well-known
MATLAB® environment, the nullspace basis may
be computed using function null, which uses SVD
[17]. Note also that if the nullspace contains only
zero vector (nullspacematrixN is empty), then the
solution of the linear equation is unique. Other-
wise, nonzero rows of matrix N indicate the exis-
tence of non-unique reactions or drives. It is use-
ful to point out that empty nullspacematrix occurs
in the case of non-redundant system with unique
drives. For such systems it is not necessary to per-
form the uniqueness analysis presented in this pa-
per, because all its reactions and drives are unique.

2) Select a subset of unknowns S = {xη},
η ∈ {1, . . . , n} for the uniqueness test. Note
that this subset will be named studied element
further. For the studied element, suitable sub-
matrices are speci ied, i.e. vector xS containing
components xη , submatrix AS corresponding to
xS (and formed from the columns of matrixA) and
submatrix NS created analogously, but from the
rows of nullspace matrix N.

3) Check an orthogonal condition in the form

ASNS = 0. (4)

If this condition is ful illed, a linear combination
ASxS = bS is uniquely determined (which cannot
be transferred directly to the uniqueness of xS).

4) Examine the rank of submatrix AS . If this subma-
trix has full rank, then xS maybeuniquely determi-
ned (because ASxS = bS has exactly one solution).
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In the examples described below, the rank of ma-
trix AS is determined, however usually it is no need
to designate its rank in fact. Note that in the most of
quite common cases it can be proved, that the exami-
ned submatrix AS will have full rank. In the examples
considered in this paper, appropriate selection of the
studied components of xS (which are linearly inde-
pendent) always causes the full rank of submatrix AS .
Hence, the uniqueness ofASxS implies theuniqueness
of vector xS .

4. Examples
In order to verify our method, ive examples of ro-

botic systems are provided: three introductory exam-
ples of a planar gripper [7, 9, 19], a redundant mani-
pulator [9] and an overactuated redundant manipula-
tor. Firstly, for each example, igures presenting struc-
ture and free-body diagram (FBD) are shown, follo-
wed by a brief description of the system and the con-
iguration, in which the uniqueness is analyzed. Sub-
sequently, vector x, coef icient matrix A and the struc-
ture of nullspace matrix N are shown and discussed.
Presentation of the obtained results concludes each
example.

4.1. Gripper without Actua on
The irst of the considered examples is a planar

gripper, similar to the mechanism previously conside-
red in [7, 9, 19], i.e. its structural diagram is the same.
The kinematic scheme of this system is presented in
Fig. 1, and its FBD is shown in Fig. 2. The considered
mechanism consists of four rigid bodies connected by
six joints. Note that three of the joints are revolute, and
the remaining three kinematic pairs are translational.
Moreover, the system has only one degree of freedom
(DOF), which is not actuated in this case. This example
is considered in order to show that our method may
be applied when only reaction uniqueness analysis is
performed. Note that it is analogous to the previous
method of reaction uniqueness analysis, based on the
study of constraint Jacobian matrix (see, e.g. [7,19]).

Fig. 1. Kinema c scheme of the gripper

It is assumed that the system is in the position des-
cribed by φ4 = -π6 rad (see Fig. 1).

Fig. 2. Free-body diagram of the gripper without
actua on

This is the irst example, hence the algorithm will
be presented in detail, i.e. step by step.

After creating the FBD (presented in Fig. 2), the
equations of kinetostatic equilibrium may be written
as (see eq. (1)):
- for body 1

[
0
1

]
S01Bt -

[
1
1

]
S12Dt -S13Br +Fb1 = 0

r̃Bt

[
0
1

]
S01Bt -r̃Dt

[
1
1

]
S12Dt -r̃BrS13Br +

+M01Bt -M12Dt +r̃C1Fb1 +Mb1 = 0

(5)

- for body 2
[
1
0

]
S02Ct +

[
1
1

]
S12Dt -S24Cr +Fb2 = 0

r̃Ct

[
1
0

]
S02Ct +r̃Dt

[
1
1

]
S12Dt -r̃CrS24Cr +

+M02Ct +M12Dt +r̃C2Fb2 +Mb2 = 0

(6)

- for body 3{
S13Br -S34Er +Fb3 = 0
r̃BrS13Br -r̃ErS34Er +r̃C3Fb3 +Mb3 = 0

(7)

- for body 4{
S24Cr +S34Er +Fb4 = 0
r̃CrS24Cr +r̃ErS34Er +r̃C4Fb4 +Mb4 = 0

(8)

where S01Bt, S02Ct and S12Dt are translational joint
reaction values, which are perpendicular to axes of the
joints. Moreover, index k is written with two charac-
ters. The irst of them represents the position point of
the joint, while the second means its type. For exam-
ple, S34Er means the reaction force acting from body
3 to 4 in a joint located at a point E, which is revo-
lute (note that the following abbreviations are used
in order to specify the type of the joint: r – revolute
joint, t – translational joint, c – cylindrical joint). Auxi-
liary vectors: [0 1]T , [1 1]T and [1 0]

T are used in or-
der to de ine directions of the appropriate reaction
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forces. Moreover, in the case of planar systems, skew-
symmetric matrix is replaced by a row vector de ined
as r̃i = [−riy rix], where ri = [rix riy]

T .
These equations should be written in the matrix

form speci ied by eq. (3). Hence, it is useful to assem-
ble them in one set of equations as

[
0
1

]
S01Bt -

[
1
1

]
S12Dt -S13Br = -Fb1[

1
0

]
S02Ct +

[
1
1

]
S12Dt -S24Cr = -Fb2

S13Br -S34Er = -Fb3
S24Cr +S34Er = -Fb4
r̃Bt

[
0
1

]
S01Bt -r̃Dt

[
1
1

]
S12Dt -r̃BrS13Br +M01Bt +

-M12Dt = -r̃C1Fb1 -Mb1

r̃Ct

[
1
0

]
S02Ct +r̃Dt

[
1
1

]
S12Dt -r̃CrS24Cr +M02Ct +

+M12Dt = -r̃C2Fb2 -Mb2

r̃BrS13Br -r̃ErS34Er = -r̃C3Fb3 -Mb3

r̃CrS24Cr +r̃ErS34Er = -r̃C4Fb4 -Mb4

.

(9)
Note that these equations are arranged such that

on the top, there are equations of forces equilibrium,
while on the bottom – equations of torques equili-
brium. Obviously, the order of these equations may be
arbitrary. Moreover, on the left-hand side of the set,
there are components containing unknowns, while on
the right-hand side, there are the remaining compo-
nents.

These equations may be written now in thematrix
form (3). In the further considerations, only vector of
unknowns x and coef icient matrix A (corresponding
to x) are used (and consequently, right-hand side vec-
tor b is omitted). In this example, vector of unknowns
x has the following form

x12×1 =
[
S01Bt S02Ct S12Dt ST13Br ST24Cr

ST34Er M01Bt M02Ct M12Dt

]T
, (10)

while coef icient matrix A12×12 is de ined as

A=



[
0
1

]
02×1 -

[
1
1

]
-I2×2 02×2 02×2 02×102×102×1

02×1
[
1
0

] [
1
1

]
02×2 -I2×2 02×2 02×102×102×1

02×1 02×1 02×1 I2×2 02×2 -I2×202×102×102×1

02×1 02×1 02×1 02×2 I2×2 I2×2 02×102×102×1

r̃Bt

[
0
1

]
0 -r̃Dt

[
1
1

]
-r̃Br 01×2 01×2 1 0 -1

0 r̃Ct

[
1
0

]
r̃Dt

[
1
1

]
01×2 -r̃Cr 01×2 0 1 1

0 0 0 r̃Br 01×2 -r̃Er 0 0 0

0 0 0 01×2 r̃Cr r̃Er 0 0 0


,

(11)
where 0i×j is a zero matrix of size i× j, and I2×2 is
an identity matrix of size 2×2. That matrix has rank
r (A) = 11.

The nullspace matrix N12×1 (which represents the
nullspace basis of matrix A) has the following struc-
ture

N = [01×9 • • •]T , (12)
where • is introduced to denote non-zero elements of
matrix N. Note that the structure of nullspace matrix
N is given only, because its values may be different de-
pending on an algorithm used for its calculation.

Now, it is necessary to select studied elements. In
Tab. 1 the studied elements, their components and the
columns of coef icient matrix A used to create subma-
trices AS are presented. Hence, it is possible to create
the suitable submatrices AS and NS , and check ortho-
gonality condition (4). In Tab. 2 the obtained results
are presented. Note that, in the column ’Result’, two
abbreviations are used: ’U’ informing that the studied
element is unique and ’N’ indicating non-unique ele-
ment. As mentioned earlier, column ’Rank of AS ’ was
added only to complete the presentation, because the
method of analysis guarantees full rank of submatrix
AS , so the uniqueness of linear combination ASxS im-
plies uniqueness of vector xS (describing studied ele-
ment).

Tab. 1. Studied elements of the gripper without
actua on

Studied element Elements of x Columns
forming AS

ReactionBt S01Bt,M01Bt 1, 10
Reaction Ct S02Ct,M02Ct 2, 11
ReactionDt S12Dt,M12Dt 3, 12
ReactionBr S13Br 4–5
Reaction Cr S24Cr 6–7
ReactionEr S34Er 8–9

Tab. 2. Results of the analysis of the gripper without
actua on

Studied element
Crite-
rion
(4)
value

Rank
of AS

Result

Reactions:Bt, Ct,Dt ̸= 0 2(full) N
Reactions:Br, Cr,Er = 0 2(full) U

Note that in this example, uniqueness of reactions
is not easy to guess. Eventually, it turns out that the
reactions in revolute joints are unique, while in trans-
lational joints the reactions cannot be uniquely deter-
mined. Note that it is consistent with the previous pu-
blications [7,19].

4.2. Actuated Gripper
The second example discusses an actuated planar

gripper. The investigated mechanism is the same as in
the previous example, however, the actuation torque
is introduced into the revolute jointCr. Hence, the ki-
nematic scheme of this system is the same as previ-
ously, and it is shown in Fig. 1, whereas the FBD of the
actuated gripper is presented in Fig. 3.

It is assumed that the system is in the same posi-
tion as previously. In this example, vector of unkno-
wns x can be written as (note the driving torque re-
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Fig. 3. Free-body diagram of the actuated gripper

presented by the last component of x)

x13×1 =
[
S01Bt S02Ct S12Dt ST13Br ST24Cr

ST34Er M01Bt M02Ct M12Dt Md24Cr

]T
. (13)

For this vector, coef icient matrix A12×13 is created.
Since the irst 12 elements of vector x are the same
as in the previous example, the irst 12 columns of A
are identical to the coef icient matrix from the previ-
ous example (hence, these columns are not repeated
here). The last column of the new coef icient matrix A
has the following form

A13 = [01×9 -1 0 1]
T
. (14)

Note that this matrix has rank r (A) = 12, and null-
space matrix N13×1 corresponding to A has the struc-
ture

N = [01×9 • • • 0]
T
. (15)

In Tab. 3 data analogous to those in Tab. 1 are pro-
vided, i.e. the studied elements, their components and
the columns of A used to form submatrices AS . More-
over, Tab. 4 contains the results. As expected (since

Tab. 3. Studied elements of the actuated gripper

Studied element Elements of x Columns
forming AS

ReactionBt S01Bt,M01Bt 1, 10
Reaction Ct S02Ct,M02Ct 2, 11
ReactionDt S12Dt,M12Dt 3, 12
ReactionBr S13Br 4–5
Reaction Cr S24Cr 6–7
ReactionEr S34Er 8–9
Drive Cr Md24Cr 13

the system has one DOF and one drive), driving force

Tab. 4. Results of the actuated gripper analysis

Studied element
Crite-
rion
(4)
value

Rank
of AS

Result

Reactions:Bt, Ct,Dt ̸= 0 2(full) N
Reactions:Br, Cr,Er = 0 2(full) U
Drive Cr = 0 1(full) U

in joint Cr is identi ied by the algorithm as uniquely
determined. Moreover, uniqueness analysis of reacti-
ons gave the same results as in the previous example.
Hence, the algorithm may be used also for actuated
rigid-body mechanisms.

4.3. Overactuated Gripper
The third example presents a study of an over-

actuated planar gripper. The mechanism is the same
as in the previous examples. Therefore, the kinematic
scheme did not change and is presented in Fig. 1. An
actuator is added in the translational joint Bt, which
makes the 1-DOF system redundantly actuated. Note
that the FBD of the gripper had to bemodi ied (the ad-
ditional force is applied to body 1), and it is shown in
Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Free-body diagram of the overactuated gripper

It is assumed that the system is in the same posi-
tion as in the previous examples, and vector of unkno-
wns x has the following form

x14×1 =
[
S01Bt S02Ct S12Dt ST13Br ST24Cr ST34Er

M01Bt M02Ct M12Dt Md24Cr Fd01Bt]
T
, (16)

where Fd01Bt is a value of driving force applied in
translational joint Bt (this force is parallel to the axis
of the kinematic pair).

The coef icient matrix A is of size 12×14. Its irst
13 columns are the same as the whole matrix A from
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the previous example while the 14th column may be
written as

A14 =
[[

1

0

]T
01×6

(
r̃Bt

[
1

0

])T

01×3

]T

. (17)

Moreover, the rank of matrix A is r (A) = 12. The
nullspace matrix N14×2, corresponding to A, has the
following structure

N = [02×1 N1]
T
, (18)

where N1 is a submatrix of size 2×13 which contains
nonzero elements. Note that precise values of these
matrices are not presented, since (as in the previous
examples) they may be different.

Tables 5 and 6 contain the data used for the uni-
queness analysis and the results, respectively. As ex-

Tab. 5. Studied elements of the overactuated gripper

Studied element Elements of x Columns
forming AS

ReactionBt S01Bt,M01Bt 1, 10
Reaction Ct S02Ct,M02Ct 2, 11
ReactionDt S12Dt,M12Dt 3, 12
ReactionBr S13Br 4–5
Reaction Cr S24Cr 6–7
ReactionEr S34Er 8–9
Drive Cr Md24Cr 13
DriveBt Fd01Bt 14

Tab. 6. Results of the overactuated gripper analysis

Studied element
Criterion

(4)
value

Rank of
AS

Result

Reactions:Bt,Ct,
Dt,Br, Cr,Er

̸= 0 2(full) N

Drives: Cr,Bt ̸= 0 1(full) N

pected, driving forces in joints Cr and Bt are non-
unique. Moreover, the additional driving force caused
the non-uniqueness of all the reactions, which is an
interesting outcome. Note that the change in the re-
action uniqueness is caused by overactuation.

4.4. Redundant Manipulator
To show that the kinetostatic method is also appli-

cable to spatial systems, a redundant manipulator (ta-
ken from [9]) is examined. Kinematic scheme of this
system and its FBD are shown in Figs. 5 and 6, re-
spectively. The mechanism consists of seven bodies
connected by nine joints (seven revolute and two cy-
lindrical). The manipulator has three DOFs.

Fig. 5. Kinema c scheme of the redundant manipulator

The study of uniqueness of reaction and dri-
ving forces is conducted in the position, where
q = [φ01 φ12 φ23]

T =
[
0 3π

4
5π
6

]T
rad.

Assume that z is the axis of rotation of the kine-
matic pair. Hence, it is possible to make the use of
facts that for a revolute joint Mk

dijk = [0 0Mk
dijkz]

T ,
for a cylindrical joint Skijk = [Sk

ijkx Sk
ijky 0]

T and
Fkdijk = [0 0 F k

dijkz]
T , while for both types of the joints

(revolute and cylindrical)Mk
ijk = [Mk

ijkx Mk
ijky 0]

T . As
a result, vector of unknowns x has the following form

x46×1 =
[
ST01Ar MAr

01Arx MAr
01Ary| ST14Br MBr

14Brx

MBr
14Bry|ST12Cr M

Cr
12CrxM

Cr
12Cry|ST25Dr M

Dr
25DrxM

Dr
25Dry|

ST23Er M
Er
23Erx MEr

23Ery| ST26Fr M
Fr
26Frx MFr

26Fry| ST37Gr

MGr
37GrxM

Gr
37Gry|SHc

45Hcx S
Hc
45Hcy M

Hc
45HcxM

Hc
45Hcy|SIc

67Icx

SIc
67Icy M

Ic
67Icx M Ic

67Icy|MAr
d01Arz| FHc

d45Hcz| F Ic
d67Icz

]T
,

(19)

where | is a separator introduced to improve readabi-
lity.

Coef icient matrix A42×46 has rank r (A) = 42. Be-
cause of the large size of this matrix, only the rows for
body 1 are presented here. The rows corresponding to
the equations of equilibrium of forces may be written
as

A1F
3×46 = [I3×3 03×2 -I3×3 03×2 -I3×3 03×33] , (20)

where I3×3 is an identity matrix of size 3×3. The rows
corresponding to the equations of equilibrium of tor-
ques have the form

A1M
3×46 =

[
r̃Ar R0

Arz -r̃Br -R0
Brz -r̃Cr

-R0
Crz 03×28 R0

Arw 03×2
]
, (21)
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Fig. 6. Free-body diagram of the redundant
manipulator

where z =
[
u v

]
3×2 is a matrix composed of ver-

sors u = [1 0 0]T and v = [0 1 0]T , R0
k is a rotation ma-

trix that transforms the coordinates form the global to
the local coordinate system associatedwith joint k [6].
Note that the remaining rows of matrix A are created
analogously, by writing the equilibrium equations for
all the other bodies. Subsequently, the corresponding
nullspace matrix N has size 46×4. This matrix has the
following structure

N = [04×6 N1 04×1 N2 04×1 N3 04×1 N4 04×1 N5

04×1 N6 04×1 N7 04×1 N8 04×1 N9 04×1 N10 04×1

N11 04×1 N12 04×2 N13 04×2 N14 04×3]
T
, (22)

where Ni, i = 1, 2, . . . 14 are submatrices containing
nonzero elements (analogously to the previous exam-
ple). Moreover, these matrices are of sizes: (N1)4×1,
(N2)4×2, (N3)4×1, (N4)4×2, (N5)4×1, (N6)4×2, (N7)4×1,
(N8)4×2, (N9)4×1, (N10)4×2, (N11)4×1, (N12)4×3, (N13)4×2,
(N14)4×1.

Tab. 7 shows studied elements, their components
and columns used to create submatrices AS . The re-
sults of the procedure are presented in Tab. 8. Note
that these outcomes are consistent with intuition, i.e.
the uniqueness of the driving forces results from their
obvious linear independence, while the uniqueness of
reaction in the revolute joint located at pointA results
from the fact that it is a total reaction between the base
and the manipulator. Hence, it must be also uniquely
determined.
Tab. 7. Studied elements of the redundant manipulator

Studied
element Elements of x Columns

forming AS

ReactionAr
S01Ar ,MAr

01Arx,
MAr

01Ary

1–5

ReactionBr
S14Br ,MBr

14Brx,
MBr

14Bry

6–10

Reaction Cr
S12Cr ,MCr

12Crx,
MCr

12Cry

11–15

ReactionDr
S25Dr ,
MDr

25Drx,
MDr

25Dry

16–20

ReactionEr
S23Er ,MEr

23Erx,
MEr

23Ery

21–25

Reaction Fr
S26Fr ,MFr

26Frx,
MFr

26Fry

26–30

ReactionGr
S37Gr ,MGr

37Grx,
MGr

37Gry

31–35

ReactionHc

SHc
45Hcx,

SHc
45Hcy ,

MHc
45Hcx,

MHc
45Hcy

36–39

Reaction Ic

SIc
67Icx, SIc

67Icy ,
M Ic

67Icx,
M Ic

67Icy

40–43

DriveAr MAr
d01Arz 44

DriveHc FHc
d45Hcz 45

Drive Ic F Ic
d67Icz 46

Tab. 8. Results of the redundant manipulator analysis

Studied element
Criterion

(4)
value

Rank of
AS

Result

ReactionAr = 0 5(full) U
Reactions: Br,
Cr, Dr, Er, Fr,
Gr

̸= 0 5(full) N

Reactions:Hc, Ic ̸= 0 4(full) N
Drives:Ar,Hc, Ic = 0 1(full) U
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4.5. Overactuated Redundant Manipulator
The last example discusses an overactuated redun-

dant manipulator. Kinematic scheme of the manipula-
tor is presented in Fig. 7, and its FBD is shown in Fig.
8. The considered systemwas created by adding a sup-
plementary actuator (consisting of bodies 8 and 9) to
the redundant manipulator examined in the previous
example. Hence, the redundancy of drives is introdu-
ced, since the two actuators (4–5 and 8–9) are parallel
to each other.

Fig. 7. Kinema c scheme of the overactuated
redundant manipulator

The uniqueness test is performed in the sameposi-
tion as for themanipulator from example 4.4. The vec-
tor of unknowns, x, has the following form

x61×1 =
[
ST01Ar MAr

01Arx MAr
01Ary| ST14Br MBr

14Brx

MBr
14Bry|ST12Cr M

Cr
12CrxM

Cr
12Cry|ST25Dr M

Dr
25DrxM

Dr
25Dry|

ST23Er M
Er
23Erx MEr

23Ery| ST26Fr M
Fr
26Frx MFr

26Fry| ST37Gr

MGr
37GrxM

Gr
37Gry|SHc

45Hcx S
Hc
45Hcy M

Hc
45HcxM

Hc
45Hcy|SIc

67Icx

SIc
67Icy M

Ic
67IcxM

Ic
67Icy|MAr

d01Arz|FHc
d45Hcz|F Ic

d67Icz|ST18Jr
MJr

18JrxM
Jr
18Jry|ST29Kr M

Kr
29KrxM

Kr
29Kry|SLc

89Lcx S
Lc
89Lcy

MLc
89Lcx MLc

89Lcy| FLc
d89Lcz

]T
, (23)

wherein the irst 46 elements come directly from the
previous example. Coef icient matrixA corresponding
to this vector may be created analogously to the pre-
vious example. Moreover, it has size 54×61 and a full
row rank r (A) = 54. Subsequently, nullspace matrix N
of size 61×7 has been computed. It has the following
structure

N = [07×5 N1 07×1 N2 07×1 N3 07×1 N4 07×1

N5 07×1 N6 07×1 N7 07×1 N8 07×1 N9 07×2 N10

07×2 N11 07×1 N12 07×1 N13 07×2 N14]
T
. (24)

Fig. 8. Free-body diagram of the overactuated
redundant manipulator

Moreover, submatrices Ni, i = 1, 2, . . . 14 (with
nonzero elements) are of sizes: (N1)7×5, (N2)7×1,
(N3)7×7, (N4)7×1, (N5)7×2, (N6)7×1, (N7)7×2, (N8)7×1,
(N9)7×3, (N10)7×2, (N11)7×1, (N12)7×1, (N13)7×11,
(N14)7×2.

Since the irst elements of vector x are de ined as
in the previous example, the information contained
in Tab. 7 is also applicable here. Moreover, the ana-
logous data for the remaining elements are given in
Tab. 9. Finally, the results of the procedure are presen-
ted in Tab. 10. Note that they are consistent with intui-
tion, i.e. the reaction in revolute jointA remained uni-
que, and the introduction of a redundant drive resul-
ted only in the non-uniquely determined driving for-
ces in the parallel actuators.
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Tab. 9. Addi onal studied elements of the
overactuated redundant manipulator

Studied
element Elements of x Columns

forming AS

Reaction Jr
S18Jr ,MJr

18Jrx,
MJr

18Jry

47–51

ReactionKr
S29Kr ,
MKr

29Krx,
MKr

29Kry

52–56

Reaction Lc

SLc
89Lcx, SLc

89Lcy ,
MLc

89Lcx,
MLc

89Lcy

57–60

Drive Lc FLc
d89Lcz 61

Tab. 10. Results of the overactuated redundant
manipulator analysis

Studied element
Criterion

(4)
value

Rank of
AS

Result

ReactionAr = 0 5(full) U
Reactions: Br,
Cr, Dr, Er, Fr,
Gr, Jr,Kr

̸= 0 5(full) N

Reactions:Hc, Ic,
Lc

̸= 0 4(full) N

Drives:Ar, Ic = 0 1(full) U
Drives:Hc, Lc ̸= 0 1(full) N

5. Conclusions
This paper shows that the problem of non-

uniqueness of joint reactions in overconstrained me-
chanisms should be extended by acknowledging simi-
lar problems resulting from redundant actuation. A
new – kinetostatics-based – approach, combined with
developed methods of nullspace analysis, was utilized
to verify uniqueness of joint reactions and driving for-
ces. The same procedure, outlined herein, may be car-
ried out for both passive (reactions) and active (actu-
ation) forces analysis.

The method presented in this article consists in
analysis of the nullspace basis created for the coef-
icient matrix resulting from kinetostatics equations.
This method is applicable both to planar and spatial
systems. To illustrate the approach, ive examples have
been considered: three cases of a gripper [7,9,19], a re-
dundant manipulator [9] and an overactuated redun-
dant manipulator. In general, the results – with regard
to joint reactions – are in accordance with the intui-
tion and the results known from other publications.
The novelty consists in taking driving forces into ac-
count.

It should be pointed out that, in example 4.3, over-
actuation of the gripper caused non-uniqueness of all

the reactions. It is an interesting observation which
demands further studies. Hence, the analysis of uni-
queness of driving forces should always be performed
together with the reaction uniqueness test.
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